A discrete monotone iterative method is reported here to solve a space-fractional nonlinear diffusion-reaction equation. More precisely, we propose a Crank-Nicolson discretization of a reaction-diffusion system with fractional spatial derivative of the Riesz type. The finite-difference scheme is based on the use of fractional-order centered differences, and it is solved using a monotone iterative technique. The existence and uniqueness of solutions of the numerical model are analyzed using this approach, along with the technique of upper and lower solutions. This methodology is employed also to prove the main numerical properties of the technique, namely, the consistency, stability, and convergence. As an application, the particular case of the space-fractional Fisher's equation is theoretically analyzed in full detail. In that case, the monotone iterative method guarantees the preservation of the positivity and the boundedness of the numerical approximations. Various numerical examples are provided to illustrate the validity of the numerical approximations. More precisely, we provide an extensive series of comparisons against other numerical methods available in the literature, we show detailed numerical analyses of convergence in time and in space against fractional and integer-order models, and we provide studies on the robustness and the numerical performance of the discrete monotone method. Primary 65M06 ; secondary 35K15; 35K55; 35K57
Introduction
Monotone iterative methods have been used in the literature to investigate differential equations (ordinary or partial) from both the analytical and numerical points of view. For example, from the analytical side, such iterative techniques have been applied to investigate the existence and uniqueness of solutions of a wide range of parabolic partial differential equations [1] , as well as other analytical features of the solutions. In particular, this approach has been used to establish the existence of positive solutions of quasilinear parabolic systems with Dirichlet boundary conditions [2] , to study quasilinear parabolic and elliptic systems with mixed quasimonotone functions [3] , to analyze periodic boundary-value problems for differential equations with delay [4] , to solve first-order functional-difference equations with nonlinear boundary value conditions [5] , to prove the existence and asymptotic behavior of solutions for quasilinear parabolic systems [6] , and, recently, to establish the existence, uniqueness, and stability of the solutions of a parabolic model in the formation of porous silicon [7] , among other interesting applications.
From the numerical point of view, monotone iterative methods have been also employed to effectively solve systems consisting of differential equations. As for the continuous case, the numerical monotone iterative methods require the knowledge of upper and lower solutions in order to generate two monotone sequences that converge to the solution of the problems under investigation. Numerical techniques of this nature have been employed to solve the multidimensional semiconductor Poisson equation [8] , to simulate quantumcorrected energy transport models [9] , to study numerically the solutions of parabolic problems with time delays [10] , to investigate two-dimensional simulation of submicron MOSFETs [11] , to provide numerical analysis of coupled systems of nonlinear parabolic equations [12] , and to simulate porous silicon morphologies [13] . In various of these reports and many other articles which employ discrete monotone iterative approaches, this methodology has been used to prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions, as well as to investigate the numerical efficiency of the computational algorithms.
In summary, the monotone method has been extensively employed in the analysis and simulation of nonlinear systems of parabolic differential equations. Moreover, this method has been extended to investigate fractional systems of differential equations. Indeed, in recent years, fractional calculus has found a wide range of applications to viscoelasticity [14] , the discretization of nonsingular Mittag-Leffler kernels [15] , and fractional operators with exponential kernels and a Lyapunov type inequality [16] among other problems. Furthermore, it has been proved that some families of equations with long-range interactions lead to models governed by fractional differential equations in the continuous limit [17, 18] . In summary, fractional calculus has experienced fast development in the last years, and the development of monotone iterative techniques has seen continuous development within that area of research. However, many interesting problems still remain open to this day. One of them is the development of discrete monotone iterative methods to solve space-fractional diffusion-reaction regimes that generalize the well-known Fisher's equation [19, 20] . This model is the simplest diffusive model with nonlinear reaction, and its many generalizations have been a highly transited avenue of research in mathematics and numerical analysis.
Fractional forms of Fisher's equation have been investigated numerically in various works, considering various generalizations and following different approaches [21] . Indeed, some bounded schemes have been recently proposed to solve multidimensional problems with anomalous diffusion [22] , some dynamically consistent methods have been designed also to solve advection-reaction systems with fractional diffusion [23] . On the other hand, there are various extensions of the discrete monotone iterative method to solve fractional differential equations. For example, there are reports on the monotone iterative method for ordinary differential equations involving Riemann-Liouville fractional derivatives [24] . Other articles employ this approach to solve nonlinear fractional qdifference equations with integral boundary conditions [25] , others apply it for RiemannLiouville fractional integro-differential equations with advanced arguments [26] , and some others use it to solve Riesz space distributed-order advection-dispersion equations [27] . Various works report on the design of monotone methods to solve fractional dif-fusion equations with Caputo fractional derivatives in time [28, 29] . However, the Riesz space-fractional scenario has been left without study, perhaps in light of the difficulties arising in such a case.
The novelty of the present work lies in the fact that a monotone iterative method will be proposed for the first time in the literature to solve parabolic partial differential equations with Riesz fractional diffusion. We consider in this case a nonlinear reaction term, so that the mathematical model under investigation is a fractional extension of the well-known Fisher's equation from population dynamics. Suitable initial-boundary conditions will be imposed on a closed and bounded interval of the real numbers. In a first step, we will propose a Crank-Nicolson discretization of the fractional system, and a monotone iterative method will be proposed to solve the discretized model. Existence and uniqueness of solutions will hinge on the fact that the discrete model can be rewritten in vector form, and that the associated coefficient matrix is an M-matrix [30] . Moreover, the consistency, stability and quadratic convergence of the technique will be mathematically proved using the monotone iterative approach, by imposing suitable computational requirements. A particularly meaningful form of the fractional model will be investigated mathematically in deeper detail, and conditions for the existence, uniqueness, and numerical efficiency of the discrete solutions will be derived in that particular case.
This manuscript is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce the fractional diffusive problem on interest and provide a Crank-Nicolson discretization based on the use of fractional-order centered differences. Here, it is worthwhile to recall that fractional-order centered differences have been used successfully by some of the authors in the discretization of various fractional problems [31] [32] [33] . Suitable discrete nomenclature is introduced to that end, including some helpful properties of the fractional centered differences and a convenient vector representation of the numerical model. Section 3 is devoted to present the discrete monotone method for the numerical method of this work. The existence and uniqueness of solutions of the iterative method are thoroughly proved in that stage. The most important numerical properties of the methodology are established in Sect. 4, while Sect. 5 is devoted to theoretically analyze the numerical methodology for the fractional Fisher's equation. Also, we provide thorough numerical comparisons of our methodology against various other approaches proposed in the literature. In particular, we show detailed numerical analyses of convergence in time and in space against fractional and integer-order models, and we provide studies on the robustness and numerical performance of the discrete monotone method. Section 6 is devoted to discuss the findings of this work. Finally, we close this manuscript with a section of concluding remarks.
Preliminaries
Throughout this work, we let L, T ∈ R + and α ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1, 2] . Consider an open spatial domain Ω = (0, L) ⊆ R, and define the set Ω T = Ω × (0, T). In this manuscript, we let v : Ω T → R be a sufficiently differentiable function. Define v as zero outside of Ω T , and we suppose that it satisfies the initial-boundary-value problem
The fractional derivative in (1) is understood here in the Riesz sense, that is, we let
Here, Γ is the usual Gamma function and v 0 : Ω → R is sufficiently smooth.
Similarly, we say that a functionv ∈ C 2,1 (
is a lower solution of (1) if it satisfies (3) with all the inequalities reversed. Ifṽ andv are, respectively, upper and lower solutions of (1) then we will assume that they are ordered, that is, they satisfyv ≤ṽ. With this nomenclature, we will suppose that f : R 3 → R is continuously differentiable, and that there are suitable bounded functions c ≡ c(x, t) and c ≡ c(x, t) such that
for allv ≤ v 2 ≤ v 1 ≤ṽ and (x, t) ∈ Ω T .
For convenience, we let I P = {1, . . . , P} and I P = I P ∪ {0}, for each P ∈ N. Let M, N ∈ Z, and consider a grid of Ω T using uniform spatial and temporal nodes of the forms x i = ih and t k = kτ , respectively, for each i ∈ I M and k ∈ I N . The spatial and temporal partition norms are h = L/M and τ = T/N , respectively, and we use the symbols v k i and V k i , respectively, to represent the exact and numerical solutions of (1) at (x i , t k ). In this work, the temporal partial derivative of (1) will be calculated through the forward-difference scheme
Definition 2 (Ortigueira [34] ) For any function ϕ : R → R, h > 0 and α > -1 we define the fractional centered difference of order α of ϕ at the point x as
whenever the right-hand side of this expression converges. The coefficients (g
Lemma 3 (Wang et al. [27] ) If α ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1, 2] then the coefficients (7) satisfy the following properties:
As a consequence of this lemma, the series in the right-hand side of (6) converges absolutely for any bounded function ϕ ∈ L 1 (R). With this notation, it is easy to see that any ϕ ∈ C 5 (R), for which all of its derivatives up to order five belong to L 1 (R), has the property
whenever α ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1, 2] (see [27] ). Under these circumstances, if 1 ≤ j ≤ M -1 and
where
In this work, we use formulas (5) and (9) in order to propose the following scheme to solve (1):
It is obvious that this numerical model is a Crank-Nicolson-type of scheme. For the sake of convenience, we let r = 1 2 τ h -α , and define the (M + 1)-dimensional real vectors
Using this nomenclature, system (11) can be readily rewritten in vector form as
where I is the identity matrix of size (M + 1) × (M + 1), and A is the matrix of the same size of I given by
Discrete monotone method
The purpose of the present section is to introduce a discrete monotone method, and use it to establish the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of the discrete system (14) . In the following, given any real vectors V and W of the same dimensions, we will employ the notation V ≤ W (alternatively, W ≥ V) meaning that each component of V is less than or equal to the corresponding component of W.
Let c(x, t) and c(x, t) be bounded functions satisfying the requirements in Definition 1. Introduce now the real diagonal matrices of sizes (M + 1) × (M + 1)
have omitted the dependence of C and C on k for the sake of convenience. Note that (4) implies that F(V k ) is nondecreasing. Using Picard iterations, we reach the iterative system
The initial iteration is given by (V
, whereṼ k andV k are, respectively, ordered upper and lower solutions of (14) , in the sense of Definition 4 below. In the sequel, system (17) will be referred to simply as the discrete monotone (DM) method.
Definition 4
The (M + 1)-dimensional real vectorṼ k is an upper solution of (14) if it satisfies the inequalities
Similarly, the real vectorV k is a lower solution of (14) if it satisfies all the reversed inequalities in (18) .
are respectively sets of upper and lower solutions of (14), we will assume tacitly that they are ordered, that is,Ṽ k ≥V k for all k ∈ I N-1 . It is important to recall that M-matrices are nonsingular, and their inverses are nonnegative matrices.
Theorem 6 (Plemmons [35]) A square real matrix A is an M-matrix if and only if (i) all its diagonal entries are positive,
(ii) all its off-diagonal components are nonpositive, and (iii) there exists a diagonal matrix D with positive diagonal entries such that AD is strictly diagonally dominant.
Lemma 7 The matrix
Proof The diagonal components of the matrix Ξ are given by ξ s,s = Kg (19) and Lemma 3 guarantee then that (i) of Theorem 6 is satisfied. On the other hand, note that the off-diagonal elements ξ r,s of Ξ are the constants g α k , for suitable indexes k ∈ Z \ {0}, whence condition (ii) of Theorem 6 holds. Finally, (19) assures that Ξ is already diagonally dominant in view of
The conclusion of the theorem readily follows now from Theorem 6.
Theorem 8 (Existence and uniqueness) LetṼ k andV k be respectively upper and lower solutions of (14) at time t k , for each k
and, for each k
be the sequences generated by the DM method (17) , with initial iterations
is satisfied then these sequences have the property that
Moreover, the sequences converge to the unique solution of (14) between its upper and lower solutions.
Proof We will prove the theorem in three steps. Firstly, we will show inductively that (23) is satisfied, for each k ∈ I N and p ∈ N ∪ {0}. Secondly, we will prove that the sequences converge to the solution of (14) and, finally, we will establish the existence and uniqueness of solutions as a direct consequence of the first and second steps.
Note that W
(1)
Using inequality (18) , and adding and subtracting the terms rh α CV k+1 and rh α CV k , respectively, it follows that
We subtract then inequality (24) from the following equation that results from (17):
As a consequence, we obtain BW
k . But B -1 exists and is nonnegative, which implies that W
k . On the other hand, system (17) implies that W
k are also satisfied. In summary, we have established so far that W
As a consequence of F being monotone nondecreasing, BW
. An inductive argument over k and reuse of the arguments employed above leads to W (p+1)
k . We have established thus the validity of the chain of inequalities (23).
Expression (23) implies that {V
is nonincreasing and bounded from below, while {V
is nondecreasing and bounded from above. This implies that the following limits exist for each k ∈ I N :
Obviously, V k and V k are solutions of the difference system (14) . Now, let V * k be another solution of (14) , and define
Note that V * k is also a lower solution of (14), so W k ≥ 0. As consequences of inequalities (23) , it follows that
which implies that
On the other hand, hypothesis (22) implies that Q = KA -h α C is an M-matrix, and we know that the matrix I -rQ is positive. Therefore, we reach (14) satisfies the initial condition, that is, V 0 = V * 0 . It follows that W 1 ≤ 0 and, using induction over k, we obtain that W k ≤ 0 and
3. Finally, the construction of the sequence {V k } can be readily established using induction over k. The approximation V 0 is defined through the initial condition. Supposing that V k has been already obtained, V k+1 is reached using the iterative technique and the approximation V k .
Numerical efficiency
In this stage, we establish the main numerical properties of the DM method, namely, the consistency, stability and convergence. In our proofs, we will require that the conditions of Theorem 8 are satisfied in order to guarantee the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of the DM method.
Definition 9
Let {Y k } and {Y k } be sequences of approximations to the solution of the problem Ay = 0, obtained by using the scheme Ay k = 0 with the initial conditions Y 0 and Y 0 , respectively. The difference scheme is stable if given ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that
We will need the following result to prove the stability of method (14) .
Lemma 10 (Flores and Jerez [13] ) Let {Y
where a 1 , a 2 and a 3 are positive constants with a 1 < 1. Then, for all k ∈ I R ,
where ϑ = a 2 +a 3 1-a 1 .
Theorem 11 The DM method is unconditionally stable if (22) is satisfied.
Proof Suppose that δ > 0, and let Z
Define
Subtracting (17) from (33), we obtain
and
Finally, inequality (32) follows by Lemma 10. We conclude that method (17) is unconditionally stable.
In the previous section, we showed the DM method (17) converges to a unique solution of the discrete system (14) . We will prove now that the DM method (17) Proof Let φ and ψ be the exact and approximation operators, respectively, corresponding to equation (1) . Obviously, these operators satisfy
for each (i, k) ∈ I M-1 × I N-1 . Using the smoothness of the functions v and f , along with the consistency properties of the individual discrete operators and Taylor's theorem, there exist positive constants C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 such that
, whence the consistency of (14) readily follows.
Finally, we prove the convergence of the discrete method.
, and let f be continuously differentiable.
If f satisfies (4) and the hypotheses of Theorem (8) hold then the DM method (17) converges to the unique solution of equation (1) .
k be a term of any of the sequences {V (17), and let V k and W k be the exact solutions of (14) and (1), respectively. We will show firstly that V 
It only remains to show that the solutions of the discrete system (14) converge to those of the continuous, that is,
To that end, let
. Using Lemma 12, the discrete system (14) , hypotheses of this theorem, and matrix C, we obtain that
, where (22) guarantees that the I + rQ is positive. This implies
The limit (42) is readily established now from the facts that Λ < 1 and Θ < 1. This completes the proof.
Numerical examples
In this section, we describe the computational implementation of the DM method to solve Fisher's equation with fractional diffusion. More concretely, we will consider the problem
To that end, note that condition (4) requires for the functions c(x, t) and c(x, t) to be calculated as
From equation (46) , it follows that c(x, t) = c(x, t) = η = max{2γ -1, 1}, where γ = max{1, max Ω v 0 (x)}. Using the uniform grid introduced in Sect. 2 along with the matrix system (17), it follows that
On the other hand, the vectors V k and F(V k ) are given by , it is clear that theṼ satisfies the inequality
On the other hand, forV the equality is satisfied since F(V) = (0, . . . , 0) .
Using the upper and lower solutions provided in Lemma 14, our implementation of the DM method will make use of the iterative system
Moreover, the next lemma establishes a condition to ensure the converge. Proof The proof follows from Theorem 8.
Lemma 15 Suppose that the following condition is satisfied:
The following is a trivial consequence of the previous lemma.
Theorem 16 (Positivity and boundedness) Suppose that condition (56) is satisfied. Then the discrete model (46) is capable of preserving the positivity and the boundedness from above by 1 of the numerical approximations.
Next, we provide some computational simulations to confirm the validity of the approximations obtained through the DM method. In view of the lack of known exact solutions for the fully fractional model considered in this work, we compare our results with those of other techniques available in the literature. Beforehand, we must mention that our computational implementation of the DM monotone method will hinge on the use of lower and upper solutions for the problem under investigation. They will be used as starting approximations at each iteration in order to generate the sequences (23) . As stopping criterion, we will set a maximum difference in the infinity norm equal to 1 × 10 -10 or a maximum number of iterations equal to 20. It is important to point out that this maximum number of iterations was never reached in our simulations. In fact, the maximum error was obtained usually in 8 iterations of the DM method.
Example 17 Let Ω = (0, π) and T = 1, and we will consider the problem
For convenience, we let K = 0.1. Computationally, we fix the parameters h = π/200 and τ = 0.016. Figure 1 shows the approximate solution of problem (57) at the times t = 0.3 (solid), 0.5 (dashed), 1 (dashed-dotted) and 5 (dotted), using α = 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, and 1.8. The behavior of the solutions is in qualitative agreement with those results obtained in [36] . Moreover, our simulations show that the solutions tend to a stationary solution as t increases, and that this solution is approximately reached at time t = 5. In order to validate the code of our DM method, we will set various combinations of the values of the parameters h and τ , and let α = 1.8. For comparisons, we will use the explicit finite-difference approximation (EFDA), the implicit finite-difference approximation (IFDA) method and the fractional method of lines (FMoL) reported in [36] , as well as the DM method of this work. The results are provided in Tables 1-3, for Next, we will perform an analysis of convergence of the DM method, considering normal diffusion and long times. To that end, we will consider problem (46) with K = 1, and employ the exact traveling-wave solution
In our simulations, we will modify the methodology proposed in this work to account for exact Dirichlet boundary conditions, prescribing them through (58). Moreover, we will employ the maximum-norm error between the exact solution of (46) at the time T, and the corresponding numerical solution calculated using the DM method, namely,
We also define the following standard rates:
Example 18 Consider problem (46) circumstances, Table 4 provides a temporal numerical convergence analysis of the DM method at various values of T. The results confirm that the method possesses linear order of temporal convergence, in agreement with Theorem 13. In turn, Table 5 shows the spatial convergence analysis of the DM method. Again, the results confirm the conclusion of Theorem 13.
Finally, we compare the performance and the robustness of the methods used in Example 17 using an exact solution for a fractional problem. To that end, we will follow closely the approach of [37] to prove the robustness of our the DM method. As in that work, we will consider the problem (1) defined over Ω T = (0, 1) × (0, 1), and fix the reaction function as
In this case, the exact solution of the problem for α ∈ (1, 2] is given by Example 19 Let Ω = (0, 1), K = 0.1 and T = 1, and consider problem (1) with reaction function given by (61). For illustration purposes, Fig. 2 shows the approximation to the solution v(x, t) of this problem as a function of x and t. We used the DM method to produce the approximations, fixing h = τ = 0.01. Various values of α were employed, namely, (
, (e) α = 1.8, and (f) α = 2. Figure 3 provides graphical summaries of the temporal convergence and efficiency analyses of the methods used in Example 19. In these analyses, we employed the exact solution (62) of problem (1) with reaction function (61). The results show that the DM method is a first-order convergent technique in time, which yields smaller errors for fixed values of τ . Moreover, the DM method is a more efficient technique according to out results. These results show that the DM method is a more efficient and robust technique than the EFDA, IFDA, and FMoL. It is worth pointing out that we also carried out analysis of spatial performance and robustness. The results (not shown here in view of the redundancy) yield the same conclusions on the DM method.
Before closing this section, we must declare that the simulations were carried out using an implementation of our method in ©Matlab 8.5.0.197613 (R2015a) on a ©Sony Vaio PCG-5L1P laptop computer with Kubuntu 16.10 as operating system. In terms of compu- Table 4 Table of tational times, we are aware that better results may be obtained with more modern equipment, more modest Linux/Unix distributions and lower-level programming languages.
Discussion
Historically, the DM method has been employed successfully to solve numerically and analytically various types of ordinary and partial differential equations [1] [2] [3] 12] . As the theory of fractional calculus developed throughout the years, the need to employ reliable techniques to guarantee the existence and uniqueness of relevant solutions of fractional systems directed the attention of researchers to the methods available for integer-order models. In that way, the DM method found applications in the investigation of differential equations of fractional order in time. As we noted, in the literature there are many reports on the adaptation of the DM method to both ordinary and partial differential equations with temporal derivatives of fractional order [24, 38, 39] . In those models, the fractional temporal derivatives are usually understood in the sense of Caputo or Riemann-Liouville. However, the use of the DM method for the case of Riesz fractional derivatives in space is an open problem which merits attention. In that sense, the present manuscript is one of the first reports in which this problem is tackled satisfactorily.
On the other hand, it is important to point out that the main contributions of this work do not report on the design of novel numerical schemes. Indeed, finite differences are employed to obtain a discrete form of the equation under investigation. Here, it is worth recalling that there are various computational approaches to implement finite-difference schemes, depending on the nature of the numerical model. For example, for nonlinear systems, the Newton of quasi-Newton methods (like the well-known Broyden technique) are some standard approaches to that end [40, 41] . In the case of Newton's method, the Jacobian matrix of the reaction functions and its corresponding inverse need to be calculated at each iteration at a high computational cost. On the other hand, Broyden's method requires the calculation of the approximate inverse of the Jacobian matrix. Moreover, this method is not self-correcting. Other techniques to solve finite-difference schemes are the methods of Gauss-Seidel, Jacobi, and successive over-relaxation, though they are used to solve linear systems of algebraic equations.
In light of these comments, the discrete monotone iterative method is an approach that has been used to solve many finite-difference schemes for both ordinary and partial differential equations of integer order. However, the conditions under which the discrete monotone iterative method guarantees the existence and uniqueness of solutions, stability, and convergence of the computational approach may differ from the respective conditions for the respective finite-difference scheme. This is perhaps one of the reasons why the literature lacks reports on the discrete monotone iterative method for parabolic partial differential equations with fractional derivatives in space.
Like those computational methods mentioned in the previous paragraphs to solve systems finite-difference equations, the DM method is a computational technique to solve finite-difference schemes. This approach is based on the use of a Picard-like iterative linear system at each iteration. Under suitable conditions on the reaction function and model parameters, the iterative system may generate monotone sequences which converge to the solution of the (nonlinear or linear) problem. To that end, the use of ordered upper and lower solutions of the continuous model is required. Moreover, the implementation of the DM method possess the following advantages:
• The linear character of the DM method can be computationally implemented using iterative techniques for the solution of linear algebraic systems.
• The iterations are monotone sequences, which implies that the error is reduced at each new iteration. Moreover, a suitable criterion of convergence can be readily proposed in terms of the upper and lower solutions at each iteration. In that sense, the method is self-improving.
• Monotonicity of the sequences allows establishing the existence and uniqueness of solutions. This is a clear advantage with respect to arbitrary nonlinear computational methods.
• The solution is bounded between the upper and the lower solutions. This is an important property of the DM method for problems where the positivity and the boundedness are important features of the solutions.
• The theorem on convergence states that the convergence rate of the discrete monotone method is of order O(τ + h 2 ), as expected from the finite-difference discretization. It is important to remember that, in general, the monotone method does not accelerate the convergence rate. The advantage of this iterative method lies in that fewer iterations are required to achieve a certain error level. This feature of our technique was obviously established by our simulations.
Conclusions
In this work, for the first time in the literature, the discrete monotone method is developed for reaction-diffusion partial differential equations with fractional diffusion of the Riesz type. The system under investigation considers homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, and is discretized using a Crank-Nicolson technique. The discrete monotone method is used then. We establish that the technique has a unique solution. Moreover, the consistency, the stability and the convergence of the method are rigorously established. The implementation for the case of the space-fractional Fisher's equation is analyzed in detail. We provided an extensive series of comparisons against other numerical methods available in the literature. Moreover, we showed detailed numerical analyses of convergence in time and in space against fractional and integer-order models, and we provided studies on the robustness and the numerical performance of the discrete monotone method. Before closing this work, it is important to point out that still many avenues of research remain open after the completion of this article. For example, the investigation of more complicated parabolic systems with fractional diffusion in space is still an open problem in investigation. Indeed, there exist many generalizations of the classical Fisher's equation which consider the presence of advection/convection terms, like the Burgers-Fisher and the Burgers-Huxley equations [42] . In that sense, this manuscript could be a motivation to propose and analyze monotone iterative techniques to solve more general fractional parabolic system. On the other hand, it is worthwhile to mention that recent papers have focused on some meaningful applications of hyperbolic fractional systems to the investigation of systems of long-range interactions [43, 44] and fractional [45] [46] [47] [48] and even in nonfractional wave equations [49] [50] [51] . In that sense, the use of monotone iterative techniques may find interesting applications to the investigation of meaningful physical phenomena.
